UK Research Data Discovery Service Project
Future developments HEIs / data centres
Which further developments are planned / needed for the harvest of metadata records from your catalogues:

- developments / changes to your metadata output stream, e.g. extra elements, changes to elements, changes to quality, DOIs,....

- further developments needed based on proposed metadata profile

- need input / support from project / Jisc?
Planned changes

» Need final RDDS metadata profile, then DCs/HEIs can decide whether metadata elements need adding to OAI-PMH

» Specifics:
  › ADS: move to CC licences
  › CCDC: extra elements to DataCite: citation related paper, extra keywords, resource type
Suggestions for changes to metadata we provide that would help advance the aims of the RDDS

Jisc/RDDS to engage with repository suppliers/communities over any necessary enhancements, e.g. additional fields, new OAI-PMH feeds, Eprints plugin

Jisc leveraging its influence to prioritise the required enhancements with system suppliers (e.g. Elsevier for Pure)